ORIENTATION CALENDAR IN MESOAMERICA:
. HVPOTHESIS CONCERNING THEIR STRUCTURE,
USE AND DISTRIBUTION*
FRANZ TICl:IY

ltlrtroduction

The basis for any calendar is thé observation of the path of the sun,
moon and also the stars which have smte time immemorial determined
the ordering and measuremerit of time for Man. These very astrono
mical phenomena aloo give him the means with which to find bis
way in his environment -making it possible to recognize and determine
the cardinal directions. By orientation calendars we mean such cal
endarswhose structure and subdivisions arederived from events result
ing from the annual· motion of the sun on the horizon. The direction
towards specific points on the horizon was fixed purposefulIy, folIowing
ancient traditions, by tracing orientation Hnes in the landscape; in many
cases, these Hnes passed through buildings oriented in these very
directions. 1 In the last two decades· it has become increasingly evident
that these direction lines were used in. Mexico and in the Maya area
with great frequency, precision and on a wide scale and were appHed
widely in the planning of towns, ceremonial centers and of settlements
with their surrounding fields. The solstitial points with the sunrises
and sunsets on the days of the summer and winter solstices were of
fundamental importance to the inhabitants of· Mesoamerica. They
provided the basis for their conception of cosmological space organized
around four main points on the horizon, a conception that is repre
sented . on the Aztec day sign olin and can be found as early as in

* The author is grateful to David Heath, M. A., for the translation of the Ger
roan manu.script and to Johanna Broda for her comments and corrections. The paper
contains data and results of studies camed out with the support of the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft 1962-1980 in the region Puebla-Tlaxcala/Mexico.
"1 "In many cultures One finds that an orientation calendar, a scheme for
counting the days, derived by folIowing the annual course of the sun on the hOrlzon,
ii!· deeply moted in a tradition of deliberately laying out alignments to various
points in the landscape (... ) Simply stated, an orientation i5 an alignment with
a purpose." (Avení and Hartung 1986, p. 1).
11
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pre-Classic times on an Olmec symbol (Broda 1982 p. 87; Koehler
1982). The solstitial directións explain the deviation of about 25",
which is thegreatest deviation that orientation lines show from our usual
cardinal directions, a deviation rare1y exceeded; which is dOcumented
in. the ground-plan of the pyramid and town of Cholula. Further
points were also of importan ce, namely those at which in tropical
latitudes, i.e; between the Tropics, the sun appears or disappears on
the horizon on the two daysof. its passage .through the zenith. After
they had been discovered, and when exact measurements were avail
able, these lines, especially the directions of the ~enith passage, were easy
to explain.· Many other orientation lines, insofaras they have been
noticed and measured (c.f. Avení 1980, Appendix A) -including the
axis of Teotihuacan, remained unexplained far a long time or' ¿ould
not be satisfactorily interpreted. By means of solar. calendars. of a hypo
theticalnature,. it has gradually become possible to identify all freqt'lently
ocurring direction lines as elements of orientation calendars.
Orientation calendars for the M aya area

It was Robert H~ Merrill who proposed a hypothetical solar calendar
for Copán/Guatemala, situated in latitude 14°52' N. This calendar not
only contains equinoxes and zenith passages, but also a direction line
that was important for the planning of Copán. It is the line. between
stela 12 in the East and stela 10 in the West whose orientation (azimuth
279") was measured as a deviation of 9° from the West counted in a
clockwise direction. 2 In this way a solar calendar was turned into an
orientation calendar (Aveni and Hartung 1976; Merrill 1945; Tichy
1976/81 p. 235). Seen from stda 12, the sun sets behind stda 10 on
April 12 and August 30/31. The April date is 20 days, or one uinal
of the Maya calendar (the latter with its 18 periods of 2Q days each
and 5 remaining days) after the Spring equinox, or more precisely, after
the mid-year day on March 24. This day lies eXactly half-way between
the winter and summer solstices, in contrast to the Spring equinox on
March 21. The reason for tbis difference is that during the winter half
year of, the northern hemisphere the earth is closer to the sun and
travels more quickly compared to the summer half-year when it is at a
greater distance from the sun. In addition, the April date occurs, in
the latitude of Copán, almost 20 days before the first zenith passage
of the sun on May 1st •
2 In this way all the direction angles are indicated here as deviations froro
one of the' four cardinal points.
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In table,1 an ~xt,ertded versión oí Merrill's ,hypothetical orlentation
calendar is presented<'(s an example of ~ calendar with 20 day periods.
In order to make use of its properties -in case it existed at ,alh it
n~ded to be regularly adapted to the events of the solaryear by u~ng.a
yet unknown method of inserting leapdays into it. As the calendar,W<!,s
made for Copán in. a latitude which is ideally suited, to this, purpose,
two inirlal days oí, its ' periods coincide almost exactly with the" days
of the zenith passages of the sun. On these days (May 3 and A~gust 11) .
. . ":'

T ABLE 1: Orientation Cal~ndat for Copán (14° 52' n.L.) witir2(klay
periods aftcr Merrill, (1945),adapted and extended (Tichy:1976j81?
p. 235). ,
1st Day
of the
period

Solar Events and Alignments in Copán

Deviatión" '
orSu'nriie,
OT Sunset,

7/2 .. 11/2 5 uayeb
12/2
413
24/3
13/4

315
23/5
12/6
217
22/7
1118
31/8
20/9
10/10
30/10

19/11
9112

29/12
18/1

Temple 22, fa,(jade;' 7° 04'
Midyear day;-Hierogl. Stair:way 10 15'
Axis Jine Stelae 12 - 10; 9°
Zenith passage (May 1st )

Zenith passage, (August 12)
Axis lme Stelae '12 - 10; 9°
Midyear day. Hierogl. Stair:way 1° 15'
Temple 22, fa,(jade; 7° 04'

14° 12'
6° 42' '
1° 26' , .
9° 20' ,
16° 12'
21 ° 18'
24° 00'
23° 54'
21 ° 02'
15° 51'
8° 59' ,
1° 10'
6° 50',
14:0 14'
20° 08'
23° 39',
24° 05'
21° 1W

.. ,Deviation ,oí sunrisein the winter half.year, deviat.ion of stmset '
in the surnmer halfyea,r.
Calculation based on a horuon a1titude of 0.5" and an atmospheric "
refraction of 0.5"" Tliposition oí sunríse bn sunset will appear on thc '
astronomícal holizon A••
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the sun sets with theorient~tion a.ngle ofWest 16°North~ This direction,
however, which hassuch a widedistribution in Mésoamerica and isso:
dearlypresent atTeotihuacan, happens to coincide with a'zenith position
onIy :in this latitude. Yet, tbis orlentation line does 'ROt OCCUF in the ar...;
chitectureof dopán,nor does'thel4°directionconnected with the
initialdayof the,calendar on Februaryt2. Ori the'other'ha:nd there
extSts ,evidence for the lines with thcdeviations'oí 10'and ,:r;which
cOlncide' :with ·the •inidal days' oí· two calendar periodsand 'are repre
sented in tabIe l.
The orientation calendar that could be estabIished for UxmaI (Iatitu
de20S N; Avení and Hartung 1986, table 2) shows the sanie sequence
of:perlOds. It,too, iÍl.cludes the days of the zenith pasSages of the sun;
May 23 and July 22 in its latitude. In the Housl! af the old Woman the'
corresponding orientation line was Iaid down with a deviation of 22" that
seems to ,hav;e been used deliberately when the building was planned.
The solstitial direction was employed in other architectural contexts as
were the directions with }O and 9°.' .
The ritual calendar of the Aztecs, as described by Sahagún, that
1 have interpreted as a fixed solar calendar, alsohad tile same structure
as the orientation calendars of Copán and Uxmal (Tichy 1976a, 1976/
81, 1980). However, this caleriliar.does not follmv the motion of the
sun as closeiyas do die twocalendarS 'of 15~ and 20~5° n.L., for in
the Azteccase the days of zenith passage do not coincide with the initial
days of.20-day-periods. What all threeh~ve iri<common is thesymme
trical arrangement with regard to the súIstices, although the solstices
themselves have no particular calendrical importance.
'
WenQw know that in other places of the Maya area the 9" direction
.was also 'commonly applied in ,the planning ,oí to~ns etc .. Also .used were
the solstice directions (25°-26°), themid-yeár :direction, (approximately
1°), varióus zenith position -diredions depen,dentupon: the latitud e of
the plaéé in question (Tichy 1980: table 2;- 1985~table 3), the Teo#hua
can direction oí 15.5" (Malmstrom 1981) to 17· (Tichy 1982), which
needs a' partiCular explanation in each case and finally, direcctions of
architeéturally marked lines with deviations of 5°, 11° 14~ and 18·
degrees, counted in a clockwise direction (Aveni and Hartung '1986,
tabIe 1).
'
As .the hypothetical orientation calendar shows, the 14° direction
can' be, explainedwiththeline·:to tlíesunrue onFebruary 12 and
Octob~r.
B~tween th~.tw~, .d"tes th~r~, ai~'; g60 dáys:or U 'periods
of 20 ¡;la):s, wliicJ.ulllghtalSA h~lqng ,tQ;í,lspedalagr~rian .calendar.
Although we have now explainedthese orierttation Imes --".wbich are
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probably the most important and. frequent~, in' terms of, datesand
events, of thesolar ye~u, ,there, reJ;Ilain yet the angle valuesof S, 11"
and lS· whic;:1;l cannotbe related io positions of the sun, on initial: days
of the orientat.iQn c;:alendar (see table 1 ) .
However, the direction Unes found by Aveni,and Hartung to .be
particularly frequent in the Maya,' area, ,show in general another' pecu
liarity. If theyare ordered according to their numerical sequence; we
find an angle series of 1.,5.,9° 11· 14°,16° ISO, 22° 25°. Given,the
fact that the angle va,lues 1°, 5°, 9° 14°, lS·, 22 are rarely found outside
the Maya area,they might be called the Maya sequen ce of aD as, yet
,undiscovered orlentation calendar with sorne specific functions. BC$ides,
these values differ from each other by 4 to 5 degrees, respectively.An
observation which exactly pa,rallels this has already been madewith
a sequence of values from the Mexican highlands (Tichy 1974).'
Orientation calendarsfor Central Mexico

Unlike the many ceremonial ceniers of the Maya area with their
often very varied orientation lines within the same site, in Central Mexico
there are far fewer buildings that can easily be measured aild even
those existing have more or less the same axial position within respective
ceremonial sites and settlement patterns. The best known example is
Teotihuacan with its deviation of' 15S - 17·. Because oí its particular
frequency this direction has been referred to as the17 C familyand
numerous scholars' have expressed a, variety of opinions intende'd to
explain this direction (Malmstrom 19S1; Tichy 1976a, 19S2; Aveni
19S0 p. 226). Most unusual is the axial position of the' procession
road leading towards theCerro Gordo, which constitutes a topógráphical
elemento Although otha:orientation lines had been measured in the
, pre-Cohitnbian architecture of Central Mexico, their total nuinber was
nevertheless too small' to draw unambiguous condusions from their
frecuency distribution (Avení 19S0 fig. 74b). In that case another
method was more successful which considered the global settlement
patterns andbased its measurements on the buildings sucéeedin'g pre
Hispanie ceremonial structures, i.e. the churches in the basins of Mexieo,
Puebla-TIaxcala and Oaxaca. Aerial photographs and topographical
maps took the place of measurements in the fieId by means of compass
and sutveyot's transit, , though compass measurements werémade to
chec.k the findings (Tichy 1974, 1976a"Storck 19S0). The 2S0 chin:ches
in the Basinof Mexico aIone made it possible to establish a dearfrequen
cy distribution, ·1t 'permitted to identify a sequence of angIes 'Vith tbe
values oí 2·,:7·, 11°, 20·and 25°, (Tichy 1976/81;sccfig. 1).Onthe
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basis óf:: the regular intervals' in' thisserics óf 4",,5° it was: concIuded
that there' mighthave cxisted anunderlying angularunit· of' 4S, . oÍ'
1/20 'of:a¡:right angle. In comparision to the Maya> sequence observed
in the previous section which demonstrated the :sime iritervals, this ap~
parently:is a Central Mexican Sequencé.· ": . ' .. :
However, the geometry ol an angle observatian 'system structuted
in this' way didnot· seem to be a sufficent explanation lor the orien
tatioos .obscrved. So· the attempt was made to firid <in orientation
calendar. There remained the possibility ol a fixed, i.e. a solar calendar
(with leap days imertedin sorne way), which;accotding 10 Sahagun's
description,contained 18 periods ol 20 days and 5nem.ontemi days. In
contrast ta the orientation calendar for the Maya area (table 1) that
perinitSto explalnsix of the direction lines foundthere, includingfour
of the Maya sequence, in the case of Central Mexico ónly twocan be
explained. One of them is the TenochtitIan direction (7") with sunrue
on March 4 and October 10 and the Teotihuacan direction with sunset
on. May.3 and August 11. Thedate at th~. begimung ofMay is of
great importance in, the ,agrarian calendar because .flOm, then onwards
the ooset Qfthe rainy season may beexpected.,':rod~y the Feast of tbe
H.oIy eros¡; is celebrated on May 3 with the corresponding.ceremonies.
Fof' the lo.w values of 1° - 2° the mid-:yeardays may, serve as an cxpla
n~qn, .while for the direction of 20 it might. be the days of the zenith
:passage&in the latitude of 19° N, andfor25° ,the solstice days. But
whatexplains the frequent direction ofq~,.12~?, The, po~tulated orien
tation calendar does not incIude the llo-12°direcuon nor. the zenith
passage, and solstice directions..Only the mid~Year.. d~ys are found ~
the.initial days ofperiocls III and Xlt (T;ichy ,1~76/8l, Hg. 10V
Does,. there, exist, p~haps,' a ,special,.orienta;tipp: ;c;alendar for Central
.Mexico th;.tt includesthe 11° direction as well~, the soistiq;s?
0

;;
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An orientation calendar with 13-day perióis for' Mesoamérica

The faét ,that in the two angle sequences of theMaya ,area and
ofCentralMexiCo, the individual orientation valuesare 4° - 5° degrees
apart, raised the question of the intervals in days lit whi'chthese angles
occur at the horizon as solar positions. In order to answer this question
it was sufficient to simply consider the data for the declination ofthe
sun, for.example in the Anuario del Observatorio. NllciQnal de México.
The result was more or less 13 days. The nex! step was then easy.A
: llTh~ use of names .or numbers fr~~the Aztec caihndar,i.e, thecó:n:elation;
is hypothetical and subject to crlticism (Broda 1982,note:29; Graulich .1981, 1984).
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calenda,r with 13-day periods had to be checked to see whether it
could function as an orientation calend(lI. An attempet in this respect
had' 'been made before, however'incbmpletely and .conceming the' 20
day periods'; on that occasion 1 hypothesized a fixed tonalpohualli
based on the reconstruction of the fiestas movibles according to Nowotny
( 1968) '(Tichy 1976 a, table 3). The agrarian calendar presented
by Girard (1962), a fixed tzolkin with 260 days from February 12 to
October 31, was also taken into account; however, it was not noticed
then that there is no difficulty in representing it as a calendar with
13-day periods and that in that case it reveals the desired properties
(Tichy 1976/81 fig. 11).
The 260 days of the agrarian calendar found by Girard among
the Chortí in the Highlands of Guatemala of which he describes the
accompanying rites, remarkably enough can also be counted using 20
periods of 13 days. This opens up completely new aspects, especially
if .the calendar is completed to cover the whole year. The incentive
to do. so was the fact that between the zenith passages in ,Copán
( 15° n.L.) on August 12/13 and April 30/May ¡st there is a period
of 260 days, or 261 days to be more precise. This ledMalmstrom
(19730) to assume that the 260 day calendar must have originated at
this latitude. After dividing this hypothetical "sacred' calendar" .into
20 periods of 13 days, the remaining 104 days, or 8 further such
periods, were added. These are the 2 X 52 days in Girard'sagrarian
calendar that are situated on both sides of the summer solstice, and
are delimited by the days of the zenith passages (Tichy 1976 a, p.
140, 1976/81 tab. 4 ) . ,
'"
It can be seen from table 2 that all the important orientatiori lines
correspond to calendrical dates with their respective positions of the
sun at the horizon:' Because of these properties a, calendar, of this
kind with 13-day periods and a remaining day might have been used
by the Mesoamerican architects and town planners, but alsoas an
agrarian calendar. It also contains the observational data for the whole
of the winter half year, when the sky was largely free óf clouds and
solar observations were easier to carry out than in the vernal rainy
season.
" The ca1culation is based on a horizon altitude of 0.5° and an atmospheric
refraction oÍ' 0.5°. The position of sunrise 'or sunset will appear on the astronomical
horizon Ao. If the ,horizon is more elevated, the position of the later sunrise
during the winter half year ,is A = Ao
6A, the position of the earlier sunset ooring
the summer half year is A =A. - 6A. The horizon altitude of 2.2 0 results in a shift
in azimuth f:"A of 30.5', 39' and 42.5' corresponding to the latitudes of 150 , 19° añd
20°5, respectively.

+
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2: Hypothetical Solar Orientation Calendar with 13·day Weeks
beginning with Winter Solstice and the angle sequences of 4.5 0 •.

TABLE

1st rlay or
11~d ..y ve .. k

astronomicnl .venta
o.«rarian cycle

22/12
11/1

;fintar

eloekwls8 daviation from W or f:
lJunset 1n !'IUtnmftr h"ir-yaar
sunr! •• 1n winter:haJf-y#lar

L"t
ti!

Sol~tie ..

z

17/1
10/1
12/2
25/2·
10/)
21/),

-l

lIaginnin/{ Ap,rar'il\fl Cyel ...

I

-<

5/4
18/4

ti,
14/5

21/5
9/6
22/6
S/7
18/7
')1/7
1'1/8

26/8
8/9
.21/9

r-;c:
X

·1. Solar Zenith Palt"alfe.
'Lat. l,oN'

1 .' Solar Z'tni th
. Lat. 21°16'

PRftSage

.x·

':c"
>

Su....... Sol st'ice

!'"

2. 501 .. 1' "'lIn1th J'fts""lte
l~at

.. 21

16 t H

2. Sola.. ZlInith
.Le t. 15./1

..,
-<o

Pf\:tSfll{fI

...
>

:ti

Kid-year Day (A':'t. Equinox

f--c
....
z

17/10

Conclusion Agrarinn Cyel"

12/11

1

6
11
16

S/12

19"N

2 11°)9 '
21°54'

20 • .,°N
24°,),
24°07'

,21°47 '

21°59.•

lI'!ol)'

18°21'

14"19'
9<>26'
4°10'
0°50'
6°1(,)'

1/'°26 ~
9 O)¡?

4"11~
oo,o~

11°12 '

6°1').'
11 ° 18?

2019°07'

15°'12 '
i90'JO'

19°40'

21"5'"
2)°)6'

22°21'
2,.°06 "

22
' } <1
210°19'

2524°09"
21°28'
•.'1"')9'
2018°48'
161,°0 4 •

210°)9'
2)°'7;

"

100Sl'

5°,,·

10°56 1
. 5°'4;'1

0°')"
10°21 1

0°)2 :'
/joa., :'

9°)1'
1,,° 21 ,

llo°28'~

11°00'
1,° 25 ,

10°1/0'
6 ,°1¡6'
0°:)7'

4

4°,8 '

'"
::

2221°19'
21°2)1

I

ona d"y rftst

0°'°'
6°05'

9 9°2)'
141 1,° 05 ,
18 IS009'

-l

'"

25/11
21/12

0

22 21 zi'
18 1;'''52'
14 14°0)'
9 9°1 1/ •
4 4° 07 •

::c

lo/lO
)0/10

'":::>
;zt

Mid-y.... r Day. , V....n. t:qul no"

I~ON

'252 11"08'
21"24 '

22°06'
19°10'
1'¡021 •

18°Jo'
21°46;
21°52'

1,0'1~
•
<1
0n

24°52'

1

2,.010't<l
22°,8'
19°21 '

1502~ ;ti
<1

"

9°)7'

18 0 /j 1 ~

22°5S ~
a/joQ6"

;<

Winter (Maya) Orientation Sequence: 4°.9°.14°.18°.22°.25"
Summer (Central Mexico) Orientation Sequence: 1°.6°.11°.16°.20".25°,
Triangles: Difference 4°.5°.
Calcu1ation based on a horizon aLtitude oí 0.5" and an atmospheric refraction
of 0.5". The position of sunrise or sumet will appear on the astronomía! horizon A..
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The year beginning of this calendar has been placed on the day oí
the winter solstice, in contrast to Malmstrom (1973) who had it begin on
the day oí the second zenith passage of the sun in 15· n.L. Thewinter
solstice year beginning makes this calendar valid for the whole of
Mesoarnerica. It also corresponds to the calendars of the Yucateco,
Tzeltal, Tzotzil and Quiché, who in the middle pre~Glassical perlod
around 550 B.G. chose the winter solstice as the beginning of their
calendar, as shown by the meaning of the names of the months (Brlcker
1982, p. 103). While this was a rotating calendar, the hypothetical 13
day calendar must be a fixed sun calendar which needs to be repeatedly
corrected. As it contains onIy one remaining day, the 28 weeks of 13
days onIy had to be extended by five days every 4 years.
What are the properties of the hypothetical orientation calendar
with its 28 perlods of 13 days?
a. It is very close to the actual motion of the sun. The initial days oí
13-day perlods coincide exactly with the solstices, the days between
the equinoxes and mid~year days and, as with the 20-day calendar in
table 1, there exists a coincidence for the zenith passage days at the
latitudes of 15· and 21· n.L.
b. It contains the important dates of the agrarlan year with its be
ginning and end as well as with the onset of the wet season at the
beginning of May.
c. Its nature as orientation calendar is revealed by the fact that, taking
into account the less than exact measurlng procedures in pre.Hispanic
times, it contains all the direction lines between the solstice points as
lines towards sunrlse or sunset points on the horÍzon.
d, The sequence of the direction values is different in the winter half
year and the summer half.year. In the winter, from September 21 to
March 23, we find the sequence of 0"-4°.9°-14°.18°.22°.25°-22°.18.
14°-9°-4°, .
However, in the summer the angle sequence is 1°-6°.11°-16°-20°-25°.20"
16°-11°-6°.1°.
e. It was necessary toobserve the sunrises in order to fix the orlentation
lines in the winter half-year. In the summer half-year however, the
directions of the sunsets were decisive to detennine deviations from
the cardinal points in' a clockwise direction. As a result weget two
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different observational procedures and according to them, different se
quences of direction angles are contained in the same obsérvation ca
lendar.
.
f. Both sequences of angles permit further observations. The differences
between the individual angles for the periods between July 31 and No
vember 12 and againbetween January 30 and May 14, calculated for
the first days of the 13-day periods and for the Iatitude of 20S N.,
happen to be angles between 3"22' and 5"24', which amounts to an
average of 4"31'.
Both series of angles are almost exactly regular and of equal intervals;
this striking fact reveals a c1ear geometrical property of the orientation
systems. Knowledge and application of these systems necessarily made
it much easier to transfer certain orientation lines from one marked
place of astronomic importance, an observatory-the poínt from where
measurements were actually taken- towards ceremonial centers and
settlements that still had to be planned and bui!t. A report on the
possible methods and "instruments" that may have been used in
transferring such data or even measuring them on the basis of a
standard angular unít appeared recently (Tichy 1988). Thus, new
evidence has been accumulated to support the previously proposed regu
lar sequence of angles at 4.5" intervals, Le. 1/20 éf a rigth angle, a unít
that makes sense within the vigesimal system (Tichy 1974, 1976 a,
1976/81). The "summer sequence" of the orientatioÍl calendar cont
aínsthe sequence of angles that was derived from the frequency
distribution of the direction values in the Basin oí Mexico, Le. a case
in which sunset was observed. The "winter sequence" ineludes the
values from the Maya area given by Avení and Hartung (1986)
which had remained partIy unexplained, in the latter case it appears
that sunrise observations were made.
What is the connection between the hypotheticaI orientation ca
lendar with 13-day periods and the one with 20-day periods? Certain
correspondences are to be expected at the respective intervals of 3
X 13, i.e. approximately 40 days. Differences result, aboye aH, írom
the varying direction oí observation towards the East or West, at
sunrise or sunset. According to the 20-day calendar, the .7° direction
of Tenochtitlan can be observed on March 4 and October 10 at
sunrise while according to the 13-day calendar, it corresponds to April
5 and'September 8 at sunset. The 16" direction of Teotihuacan always
occurs at sunset, in the 20-day calendar on May 3 and August 11,
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i.n the 13-day calendar on May 1 and August 13, Le. the dates almost
coincide. The 9° direction of Copán is found in bóth calendars, in
the 20-day calendar of table 1 at sunset on April 12 and August
30/31, whUe in the 13-day calendar of table 2 jt corresponds to sunrise
011. February ,25 and October 17. Closer considerations and compar~
isionS with the festival days that are lrnown from the ethnohistorical
and ethI).ological evidence are now required in order to determine
w~ich ,one' of the two calendars is to be preferred, also in order to
discover ~hether •.the, calendar with the 13-day periods satisfies aH the
demands that. can be made upon it as an orientation calendar or
whether . the 20-day calendar may have had its additional functions.
The two dates established in Copán by the 9° line, which according
to ,the 13-day .calendar faH on February 25 and October 17, may
have' marked .off an importantagricultural period for the community.
It ishardly possible to define the separation line between the
summer and the wintersequence as it occurs on the midyear-days
which accordingly belong to bóth angle series. If the orientation -and
numerical calendars are constructed symmetricaHy around the solstices,
it is always these midyear-days which appear, situated as they are
exactly between the Mesoamerican cardinal points and the cardinal
directions of the solstices. If the direction lines to the position of the
sun on these days have been marked by buildings, these deviate in a
clockwise direction byapproximately 1° from the equinoctial direction.
The calendrical direction of the mid-year days seems to have been
more important than those exact East and West points, which ap
parently do not occur' at aH in the architecture and town planning
of Mesoamerica.
The table of measurements in Aveni (1980, Appendix A) contains
examples of the mid-year direction: Xochicalc_~, BaHcourt Axis; Teo
panzolcoj 'Xochicalco has another especially interesting arrangement
in the axes of structures C an D (measurement by Aveni, personal
communication; Tichy 1978, fig. 3, 1985, p. 102); the orientation
of the axis of group E in Uaxactún also follows this model (Thompson
1974 p. 95; Tichy 1976/81 fig. 8) and can be regarded as a true
calendrical sttucture. Cacaxtla in Tlaxcala/Mex. also seems to follow
the midyear· direction in the line of the warrior mural (observation
and map-checking made in 1985). Since Xochicalco and Cacaxtla
show clear links. with Maya culture, one might also consider assigning
the niid-yearditedion asan architectural direction element to the
Maya, i.e. to the winter series of the angle sequence.
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The geographical distribution o{ direction Unes
in orientation calendars
Apart from direction lines relatingto sunrises orsunsets on: zeriith
passage days, so far no regional differences have been noticed in the
above-mentioned sun calendars with 20-day periods. Because of 1~
symmetry with regard to the summer solstice arid the eqúal intervals
to the zenith passage days in latitudes 15 and 20S N., the structure
of the calendar presented in table 1 corresponds entirely to .the ori
entation calendar based on Sahagún. Variations are due to the re
spective position of the five remaining days, or nemontemi days. Yet,
it is not possible to say that orientation calendars of this kind are
typical of any particular region. Even the 9 direction (table 1) which
seems so typical of the Maya area and occurs OIUy rarely in Central
Mexico, can be found in the depiction of a calendar wheel for Cen
tral Mexico covering the last day of periodlll on Apri112 (Tichy
1981, fig. 10).
.
0

0

FIG. 1. Histogram showing the distribution around astronomical· eastofthé axes
oí 280 churches in the Basin oí Mexico (after Tichy 1976/81:, .fIg. 6).
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What about thespatial separation of thesumm'ér -and winter
sequences or tihe su.nrise and sunset types in the two different angle
series of table' 2? Is itfeasible to -speak of a Maya sunrise-winter
type? How clearly can we separate areas of distribution, and how far
do theypenetrate each other?
The sununer sequence of table 2 with the observation of the sun
sets corresponds' convincingly . to . the angle sequence revealed by the
studiés oi Se'ttlement pattems. For Tenochtitlan P") and 18 other sites
( churches)' in the Basin of Mexico we get a sunset on April S; for
Tlatelolco, Xochimilco;11ahu:ac ( 110_12 and for another 44 sites the
orientation tine points to sunset on April 18; for Teotihuacan with
16°_17° the date is May 1, as it is for another 28 sites, most of them
in the vicinity of Teotihuacan; the pyramid of Santa Cecilia, the town
and church of Amecameca and 27 sites follow the 20° direction. The
2So-26° direction towards sunset on the summer solstice is above aU
documented over a large area in the Basin of Puebla-Tlaxcala with
Cholula; but also' in the BaSin of' Mexico, mainly east of Teotihuacan
in ánd arou'nd Otumba (see maps in Tichy 1976a arid 1976b p. 126).
In additÍon to these most· common orientation lines tha! are part
of the summer sequence, thereexist, however, in Central Mexico
others,belonging to' the winter sequence. In this context the axial
pOsitions:of So, 9°,14° and 18° are to be revised. The town of Texcoco
is probably themost interesting case with thc 4°_S orientation. Despite
the great significanée of ihis town in Aztec times so far no traces of
pre-Spaníshhuildings have been found that would permit a direction
to be rriéasured. The huge ecclesiastical complex of Texcoco with
churches and chapels óriented to the four cardinal points, always
displays a deviation ofapproximately 4°, There are another four sites
with 4° and' 3 with So. The' 90 6rientation is very rare, with a single
site ití theBasin ofMexico' and two in Puebla-Tlaxcala, but there
exist two pyramids neaÍ- Oaxaca and I:luitzo (Storck 1980, fig. 4).
It is stríkingthat there are eleven sites with 13°, among them the mon
aster}' 'of' Coatepec 'and the monastery of Tultitlan with five nearby
sites, The: 18° directionexÍsts as four sites in the Basin of Mexico,
induding the' ancieÍlt pilgrimage church of GiJadalupe, and at twelve
sites in the PÍJebla.~Tla:kcala area. Beéause of possible measurement errors
it cannot be exchided that these sites may rather belong to the orlen
.
tatÍan group. of 16°-17°,
In the Valley oí Oaxaca buildings measured for their orientation
by Aveni and Hartung on Monte Alban have the 4°_S' direction (Avení
1980, Appendix A). The general direction of the mountain rldge with
0

)
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a similar deviation from North to East ~ makcs: tbeir:' o:dentation
understandable. This topographical position togct:ller·.· with the. solar
calendrical orientation must have increasead the importance: of tbis
site, justas in the case of Teotihuacan. The ball court; oL.Atzompa
near Oaxaca with its 4'15' is a further example. K. A. Storck 0980,
1981) has ShOWl1 that in the ValIeyof Oaxaca, the settlements:and
ceremonial centers belong, with regar(i to' their orientation" witll very
few exceptions -the most significant of which is admittedly Monte
Albán- to those a,reas of Mesoamericain which the summersequence
with the sunset observation seems to have been used to, ori~ntate
settlements and ceremonial centers.

eonclusions
.

"

.

.'

.

,

.
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An examination of the properties of the hypothetical, orientation
calendar with 13-day weeks presented here, leads to. the. conclusion
that by means of such a calendar it is possible to explain the orien
tation Hnes of ceremonial centers and settIement pattems observed and
measured both in the Maya area and in Central Mexico.Although
we are dealing with one single calendar, it contail1s ,nevertheless,
with its two different sequences of angles -,-the. winter and the summer
series--, two differing conceptions an(Í observational methods that
were subsequently applied in planning. When thewinter -,-or Maya
type is found outside the Maya area, as is the case oí Monte Albán,
that should be a reason to look for further common featureS or con
nections. There is also reason enough to assume that th~ structures
with the small deviation of around 1·, i.e. the mid-year direction,
should be ascribed to the winter type. Xochicalco and Cacaxtla were
cited as examples for apparent connections with the Maya area. On
the other hand, the influences of Central Mexican' architecture, are
to be connected with the 16·-17· orientation in North Yucatan
have always been interpreted in this way, especially as the latifude
coincides. However, in the case of other latitudes a more cautious
approach must be adopted when making such comparisions with the
Teotihuacan direction since at 15' n.L. the sunset direction on thedays
of the zenith passages results in exactly the. same orieritapon line
(table 2).

and
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